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21st
CENTURY
SUSTAINABILITY
Is your business preparing for the future?
Companies must stop treating sustainability
only as a risk management, reporting, and
 efficiency exercise and acknowledge its 
role as a main driver of innovation.

By TAMARA BEKEFI AND 
MARC J. EPSTEIN
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Today’s corporate
 sustainability  practices
won’t work for
 tomorrow’s  companies.

Most companies think of sustainability as the impact
they have on society and the environment. Yet the changes
the world is facing are even more far-reaching. Water and
materials scarcity, overpopulation, a warming planet, and
unpredictable weather are problems that are only getting
bigger. New technologies are transforming the way we live
and work. Remote virtual teams are keeping tens of thou-
sands of workers out of office buildings and commuter
 traffic, which translates into changes in the size and envi-
ronmental impacts of office buildings and commuter traffic.
E-commerce makes it unnecessary to drive to stores for our
goods.

The combination of all of these factors and more is
shaping the future, so it’s imperative that we broaden our
definition of and change our approach to sustainability for
the 21st Century, which includes:
■ Corporate impacts on social and environmental issues,
■ The impacts of social and environmental issues on

 business, and
■ The effects of new technologies and business models that

are reaping sustainability results for business and society
while destroying companies that can no longer compete.
For example, leading companies like Nike and Levi

Strauss, which make and dye clothes, recognize what’s on
the horizon and are innovating for market success. They
are concerned that, in our water-constrained future, this
basic resource won’t be available for clothes dyeing. Many
people project that by 2030 there will be a 40% global
water shortfall and that by 2050 more than half the Earth’s
population will live in water-stressed areas. With these
predictions in mind, Nike, Levi Strauss, and other compa-
nies relying on water-based cloth dyeing have turned their
forecast into opportunity by devising sustainability-
focused innovations:

■ Nike revamped its textile-dyeing process with the help
of DyeCoo Textile Systems to invent an entirely waterless
technique. Nike’s ColorDry reduces water demand, dyeing
time, and energy use and is a central component of its cor-
porate innovation.

■ Levi Strauss developed 21 different water-saving
techniques that reduce the water consumed in its textile
finishing process by up to 96%. The billion liters of water
Levi Strauss has saved since 2011 are important for the
environment, the company’s bottom line, and the likeli-
hood that a pair of Levi 501 jeans will be available in the
future when water-based dyeing isn’t an option.

While a handful of other companies also have recog-
nized the opportunity in innovating around sustainability
issues, most are stuck in 20th Century thinking that will

limit their ability to succeed or survive in the coming years.
Sustainability issues are core business issues that will be
central to innovation, growth, strategy, and profitability.
Creating value for both business and society by looking at
innovation through a sustainability lens is something com-
panies can’t afford to ignore.

The Problem
The problem is that current sustainability practices aren’t
improving societies or companies enough to save them.

Most companies have made efforts to address social and
environmental issues, but these efforts have been too incre-
mental and marginalized and haven’t typically led to break-
through innovation. This is largely because companies
approach sustainability in three old, traditional ways:

■ Risk management,
■ Reporting, and
■ Operational efficiency.
These three practices are important and must continue,

but they aren’t enough.

Risk Management
Housed in the legal and risk departments, the risk manage-
ment approach to sustainability includes the legal and reg-
ulatory measures companies take to avoid exposures and
fines that result from social, political, and environmental
issues. They also include activities undertaken to meet legal
and regulatory guidelines such as the Clean Air Act, the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and the EU Directive on Non-
Financial Information Disclosure.

Many people project
that by 2030 there
will be a 40% global
water shortfall and
that by 2050 more
than half the Earth’s
population will live
in water-stressed
areas.
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KITCHEN OF THE FUTURE
Imagine the 21st Century kitchen.
Designed around the Internet of
Things—where everyday items are
connected to the internet and each
other—the kitchen of the future will
have an energy-efficient refrigerator
that’s linked to “smart” cabinets, both
of which scan their own contents and
automatically order staple items online
from a store as they run low.

The refrigerator and cabinets interface
with a computer system that proposes
recipes using available food based on
customer preferences. Recipes are
projected onto a “smart” kitchen
countertop that guides users through
food preparation and cooking on hobs
embedded in the countertop. Set into
one cabinet is a closed-loop hydroponic
garden that grows produce with
virtually no external inputs beyond the
starter seeds. A composting drawer
minimizes garbage, and streamlined
recycling receptacles send materials to
their appropriate disposal destinations.

These developments are closer than
you think. Most of the technologies just
mentioned are either on the drawing
board or in production at various
companies:

Ikea, the Scandinavian ready-to-

assemble furniture giant, partnered
with Ideo, a global design firm, to
invent an interactive kitchen table that
serves as a preparation surface, hob,
dining table, workbench, and children’s
play area. Special smart lighting “reads”
what the user is doing and alternately
provides train tracks for children’s play,
cooking suggestions based on
ingredients already available at home,
and built-in timers and scales that
suggest meals based on time allocation
and instructions on food use based on
weight and size. Ikea has also
developed “thoughtful disposal,” a
waste and composting system to help
municipalities dispose of waste more
efficiently.

Other companies, such as GroveLabs,
are thinking about a future in which
fresh produce won’t be so readily
available. Factory farming likely won’t
be able to keep pace with the demand
of a growing population, and all farmers
will increasingly grapple with unstable
weather patterns.

GroveLabs has designed a unit that lets
individuals grow fruits and vegetables
hydroponically without leaving the
house. Beyond creating a ready supply
of fresh produce, home-based crops
eliminate dealing with factors such as

farmland issues, sun, and rain.
GroveLabs isn’t alone. Ikea is also
offering an indoor hydroponic garden
for home-grown produce.

Appliance and cabinet manufacturers
and electronics designers can
approach their crafts from a 20th
Century sustainability perspective—
designing incrementally more efficient
appliances through ever-more-
streamlined processes, using recycled
or forest-certified materials, and
replicating traditional design. Or they
can envision our future as a different
place and reimagine the kitchen for the
21st Century.

This GroveLabs unit grows fruits
and vegetables hydroponically.

Ikea and Ideo have developed an interactive kitchen table.
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Reporting
The reporting-focused sustainability group is often led by
communications professionals and concentrates largely on
producing corporate responsibility reports and communica-
tions products, generating communications strategies, and
handling public affairs issues. Since corporate communica-
tions and public relations functions are usually considered
cost centers and are often marginalized, communications-
focused sustainability efforts can be pushed to the sidelines,
leaving the sustainability group a reactive cost stream
instead of a proactive revenue generator.

Operational Efficiency
Efforts to use resources more effectively have resulted in
both increased efficiency and cost savings for companies.
Analyzing data to better understand energy and water use,
materials management, and worker behavior has
improved companies’ ability to run the business, produce
goods, and supply customers while reducing costs. But
today’s narrow focus on risk management, reporting, and
operational efficiency won’t work in the future. In fact,
these and other 20th Century practices are crowding out
the possibility of sustainability-focused breakthrough
innovation and, with it, the opportunity for increased
profitability and benefits to society. Companies are focus-
ing so narrowly on traditional sustainability practices and
short-term profitability that they are ignoring the bigger
picture of how environmental, social, and technological
changes will impact them and that these changes (that are
already happening or are on the horizon) present huge
opportunities for innovation, future growth, and prof-
itability. Companies must swiftly shift from 20th Century

sustainability practices to those of the 21st Century by
embedding sustainability at the heart of innovation.

The Solution
The solution is to take sustainability to the 21st Century.

Today, sustainability is too often only about incremental
innovation—innovation that employs creativity within
existing strategies and fits within current business models.
Sustainability efforts are constrained by a laser focus on
managing tangible and present risk, finding increased effi-
ciency in day-to-day business operations, and reporting on
the results to manage internal and external stakeholder
expectations. These efforts can give organizations an edge
over the competition in the short term but won’t work in
the long term.

What we need is sustainability-focused breakthrough
innovation. But it’s being stifled by the innovation paradox.

Incremental vs. Breakthrough Innovation
The innovation paradox occurs when the aggressive pursuit
of operational excellence and incremental innovation
crowds out the possibility of creating breakthrough innova-
tion. Operational excellence and incremental innovation
feed success within existing business models, but they can
feed failure when it comes to creating new ones. (For some
examples, see “Breakthrough Innovation and the CFO” by
Mark Frigo in the December 2015 issue of Strategic Finance.)
As a result, companies are missing the opportunity to gen-
erate ideas that will catapult them to success in the 21st
Century.

The paradox in sustainability is that what companies are

Figure 1:

20th VS. 21st CENTURY SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES 

SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

MEASUREMENT AND INTERNAL,
 EXTERNAL ACCOUNTABILITY

INCREASED PROFITABILITY

RISK MANAGEMENT

REPORTING

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

20th CENTURY SUSTAINABILITY 21st CENTURY SUSTAINABILITY
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currently doing is terrific, but it isn’t enough and, more
importantly, is distracting them from the biggest things they
need to do, such as creating sustainability-focused products
and services and developing internally and externally use-
ful measurement and accountability that lead to increased
profitability—all based on sustainability-focused innovation.
With major changes looming on the horizon, it’s no longer
about saving 5% or 10% more cost. It’s about staying in
business and changing the way business is done.

Some companies are already disrupting entire cate-
gories, not just by creating more socially conscious or
slightly greener versions of already-existing products but by
looking at sustainability as a central driver of innovation.
For example:

■ Tesla upended the car market with its zero-emissions
vehicles. The Model S is Consumer Reports’ most highly rated
car ever tested, and customer demand for the Model 3 is
soaring with 400,000 reservations for cars that haven’t
been built yet.

■ GE’s Ecomagination sustainability-focused innova-
tion products have generated more than $230 billion in rev-
enue in the last decade. Some examples are intelligent
commercial LED light bulbs that turn themselves off when
a retail space is inactive and internet-enabled flight naviga-
tion to design more efficient flight patterns, fuel consump-
tion, and flight miles. Making environmental sustainability
a key part of GE’s portfolio for growth has paid off hand-
somely for the company.

As you can see, a new strategy for innovation and sus-
tainability is critical for companies that want to survive.
Figure 1 illustrates the necessary shift from a 20th to a 21st
Century approach to sustainability.

What Are 21st Century
 Sustainability Practices?
By recognizing the impact of environmental and social
issues, combined with changing technologies and con-
sumer behavior, companies will be able to integrate sus-
tainability into innovation for 21st Century breakthroughs.
Shifting to this century must include:

Sustainability-focused Products and Services
Developing products and services that integrate sustainabil-
ity into design, production, use, and end-of-life will be the
hallmark of thriving 21st Century corporations. Steps for
implementation are illustrated in Figure 2.

Ikea and Skanska (a large multinational construction
and development company based in Sweden) recognize
that our future will have a much bigger population, will
have fewer raw materials, and will require efficient use of
resources. They also realize that while more people will
need places to live, houses can’t be what we are familiar
with today—large buildings that waste materials when being
constructed and that are expensive and inefficient to heat
and cool. So the companies teamed up to create BoKlok, an
affordable, modular housing system that can be built in one
day and is made of quality materials with a highly func-
tional layout to minimize space and energy. Each home also
includes solar panels and low-energy heating. The compo-
nents of each unit are manufactured in factories, flat-
packed, and then assembled instead of being built on-site
(prefab homes). This limits waste and pollution and vastly
reduces energy to transport materials. From materials use to
production, transport, construction, and end use, Skanska

Figure 2:

FOUR STEPS TO 21st CENTURY 
SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED INNOVATION

MAKE THE BUSINESS CASE AND WIN CEO APPROVAL

ESTABLISH AN INNOVATION LAB

INTEGRATE

MEASURE AND REPORT ON OUTCOMES

1
2
3
4
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and Ikea have devised a new type of affordable and attrac-
tive housing that accounts for environmental, economic,
and social issues.

Measurement and Internal/External Accountability
Almost all large companies produce corporate sustainability
reports. Most are externally focused and aren’t used much
for internal business decision making. This must change, so
21st Century sustainability measurement and accountabil-
ity should include:
■ Project planning, measurement, and monitoring metrics

for internal business decision making.
■ External reporting aimed at a variety of stakeholders,

with a particular emphasis on metrics that are useful to
investors who are increasingly seeking data for corporate
valuations. Financial professionals will have an important
role to play in developing these tools.
New approaches to external sustainability reporting are

moving in this direction. The Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB) has developed sector-specific met-
rics allowing sustainability to be included in the 10-K. Inte-
grated reporting includes sustainability issues in annual
reports, and more than 90 of the world’s largest global com-
panies are piloting it, including Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Volvo,
Philips, and Unilever. (For more information, visit
www.sasb.org, and see “The Next Frontier in Sustainability”
by Jean Rogers in the July 2016 issue of Strategic Finance.)

Increased Profitability
New sustainability practices will shift from a sole focus on
savings resulting from operational efficiency and add rev-
enue generation from sustainability-focused breakthrough
products and services. This will be based on new ways of
thinking about how the company will impact and be
impacted by social, environmental, and technological issues
and by changes in customer behavior as a result of all three.

Nike has adopted this thinking and in 2012 launched its
Flyknit technology, a totally new method of making sneak-
ers. Inspired by the knit sock, Nike uses a specialized yarn
that’s knitted into a one-piece upper that covers the toes
and top of the foot, creating a pair of shoes that weighs only
as much as a piece of paper. Flyknit design and production
has transformed sneaker manufacturing: Products are made
start-to-finish in one place and no longer have multiple
pieces that need cutting and stitching. This reduces materi-
als, labor, shipping, and time. For example, the Flyknit
Racer running shoe has made Nike’s net income soar by
40% while using 35 fewer pieces to assemble than other
sneakers, producing less waste, and using 100% recycled
polyester that diverts 182 million plastic bottles from land-
fills. Nike has shown that sustainability is profitable.

Four Steps to 21st Century
Sustainability-focused
 Innovation
How do companies shift from a 20th Century sustainability
practice to the 21st Century? By moving away from an
emphasis only on meeting regulatory requirements, report-
ing, and efficiency toward a broader sustainability innova-
tion model. The four-step path, shown in Figure 2, will
result in sustainability-focused innovation and long-term
value  creation, benefiting both companies and society.

Make the Business Case
According to the 2016 United Nations Global Compact-
Accenture Strategy CEO Study, “Agenda 2030: A Window of
Opportunity,” 97% of CEOs believe that sustainability will
be important to the future success of their business. But few
have figured out how to translate this into strategic, value-
creating activities. Providing detailed, business-specific

The Flyknit running shoes have made Nike’s 
net income soar by 40% while using 35 fewer 
pieces to assemble than other sneakers, 
producing less waste, and using 
100% recycled polyester.
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explanations of issues facing the company—
such as rapidly changing environmental and
social conditions, demographic shifts, and the
impact of new technologies—is helpful to the
CEO when designing a path toward innovation.
So is financial executives’ input on connecting
sustainability-driven innovation to medium-
and long-term growth and profitability. CEO
and senior management support is critical
because convening personnel from across cor-
porate divisions, creating the latitude for exper-
imentation, and funding research and
prototypes require their leadership.

Establish an Innovation Lab
Create an innovation lab that’s similar to a
company within a company. It will:
■ Have a somewhat different management

model than traditional business units.
■ Include a hybrid team of personnel that puts

sustainability issues at the core.
■ Be given creative latitude, resources, and an

extended timeline in order to be the inven-
tors of products and technologies leading 
to business breakthroughs and societal 
well-being.
Similar to a Bell Labs model where thinkers

and doers are housed together in a space where
they naturally interact face-to-face, this group
is given time to formulate and modify ideas.
They are presented with the challenge of
understanding the way our future will look—the
way people will live, move, work, and pursue
joy in the next century—and will be tasked with
envisioning innovative products and services
that will create new markets or upset existing
ones.

Critical components of the lab include:
Convening the right group of people.
Research shows that when teams are made up
of people with different expertise and creative
thinking styles, ideas often combine in exciting
new ways. Group members should include rep-
resentatives from sustainability, innovation,
accounting and finance, R&D, strategy, opera-
tions, legal/regulatory, IT, packaging, materials
management, and supply chain.

Allocating resources. Resource allocation
for breakthrough innovation should be separate
from investments made toward maintaining the
organization’s position in the market. When
they are compared using financial metrics,
breakthrough innovation will often lose to
incremental projects because of its inherent
risks. The budget for sustainability-focused
innovation efforts shouldn’t compete with
ongoing business projects. Resource allocation
for the innovation lab is critical, and financial
executives have key roles to play in these

8 TOP CHANGES
WE’VE SEEN
In our collective 60 years of studying and writing about sustainability
(Tamara for 20 and Marc for 40), we’ve seen numerous changes. For
example, when we began our studies, sustainability was mainly about a
company’s response to consumer and societal criticism and demands
that it address some of the negative impacts of doing business, such
as pollution and child labor.

Now it’s much broader and is about a company’s impact on the
environment and society as well as how societal changes are affecting
businesses. It’s about intertwined activities and impacts and making
sure companies and countries work together to preserve as many of
the Earth’s natural resources as possible to sustain future generations
in cost-effective and innovative ways that benefit business and society.

The top eight changes we’ve seen are:

1. Companies now see that sustainability can be a catalyst for
innovation and profit.

2. Companies’ success is dependent on their understanding of
societal changes and building sustainability-related solutions into
their core business model.

3. Mainstream investors recognize that sustainability issues are
no longer fringe issues but are central to a business’s success.

4. Companies went from no reporting on sustainability issues to a
check-the box-mentality of reporting what some stakeholders were
demanding to collecting data that’s useful for operational and
capital investment decision making as well as for stakeholders and
investors.

5. Risk management must include societal changes that are
likely to impact—or could possibly destroy—their company, not just
focus on legal liabilities.

6. The intense focus on operational efficiency to reduce waste, for
example, has evolved from a reduction of costs into a broader focus
on generating revenue from sustainability.

7. Company hiring that focused only on excellent technical skills now
requires a broader sensitivity to current and future changes in
society, particularly to meet the expectations of Millennials.

8. Innovation is happening rapidly, and the internet speeds things
up. It also significantly changes the way information is exchanged and
the ways companies must respond to stakeholders.

We’ve also studied companies that once were contaminating the land
and people with toxins but that now seem to be focused on helping
rather than hurting. And, yes, now companies can become more
profitable with good sustainability practices.



 capital investment decisions that impact a company’s long-
term capabilities and operational strategies. One is as part
of the executive committee, with a seat at the table and
decision-making power. The other is in their specific roles,
where they integrate environmental and social issues into
the analysis for resource allocation and capital investment
decisions.

Extending the project time horizon. Typical business
units are tied to short-term reporting cycles. These are the
enemy of breakthrough innovation. Allow for a longer-
than-usual time horizon for the hybrid group to produce
results. The focus initially should be on idea generation,
prototyping, and experimentation rather than revenue- 
and results-driven short-term reporting.

The innovation lab’s intended goal is to generate ideas,
scope potential projects, and, depending on the company’s
structure, roll out prototypes for market testing.

Companies ranging from Ikea to Nissan, the Japanese
multinational car manufacturer, are launching
 sustainability- focused innovation labs. Ikea’s Fresh Living
Lab includes a consumer-facing prototype space in Copen-
hagen. Here the company quickly tests products designed to

improve health and well-being in urban settings and to
monitor and reduce energy consumption. In addition to
manufacturing some items in a closed loop—using the com-
pany’s own material waste as a raw material for its other
products—Ikea has developed:
■ The Heat Harvest device that integrates into furniture to

divert heat from electronic goods or hot tableware to
recharge phones, and

■ The smART wall hanging that loses color to alert home-
owners to their use of water and electricity.
Nissan’s Future Lab is generating mobility solutions for

the megacities of the future. Its new 100% electric, two-
seater compact vehicle, the Scoot Quad, is being tested in
San Francisco, where drivers can rent Scoot Quads for a
half-hour or longer to use around town.

Integrate
Breakthrough innovations often don’t have an obvious place
to grow and mature within a company. Integrating new
ideas and transforming them to fit into existing business
models is critical, but doing so can be a challenge. Some
companies may let the innovation evolve into a separate
division, like Toyota is doing with its Research Institute
focused on autonomous vehicles. Others may take over an
existing division, like the LED at Philips that’s now the
lighting division’s core technology. The key is to ensure 
that integration balances the risk of being too early—
allowing business units to focus on efficiency and kill the
 innovation—with being too late and missing out on the
opportunity to leverage resources, networks, and knowl-
edge in the company. Yet integrating breakthrough innova-
tions isn’t dissimilar to integrating a new acquisition, which
is the terrain of established companies.

Measure and Report
Measure and report on sustainability in terms of its business
and societal impacts. These metrics should be developed
with a focus on their utility for internal business decision
making, external investor evaluation, and other stakehold-
ers’ assessment. Financial executives have an important role
to play in this process.

The Role of the 
Financial Executive
Financial executives play a critical role in shifting their
companies to a 21st Century sustainability-focused innova-
tion model. Accounting and financial analyses that are part
of costing, capital investment decisions, and performance
evaluations are important components of making the busi-
ness case that’s critical to winning CEO support, allocating
resources for innovation work, and evaluating resulting
products.

Turning ideas into prototypes and then market-ready
products is accomplished in part through the effective use
of various management systems like costing, capital budg-
eting, performance measurement, and incentive systems. A
more complete analysis that’s aided by financial profes-
sionals can help make the capital investment decision-
making process better since the costs, benefits, and risks

INNOVATION
DEFINITIONS
Incremental innovation is about employing
creativity within existing strategies and industry
structures. It builds on and advances current
strategy. Incremental innovation operates with
relatively low levels of uncertainty, benefits from
established processes, and is extremely important
for sustaining competitive advantage in current
markets.

Breakthrough innovation is about employing
creativity to come up with new strategies, new
industries, and new societies. It redefines
paradigms and offers new ways to look at the
world. When it succeeds, breakthrough innovation
creates new markets and redefines industries. Its
effects can be devastating to companies that failed
to gauge its implications on their customer base,
and it can truly disrupt the status quo.

Innovation paradox: When the aggressive pursuit
of operational excellence and incremental innovation
crowds out the possibility of creating breakthrough
innovation.

(See The Innovation Paradox: Why Good Businesses Kill
Breakthroughs and How They Can Change by Tonly Davila and
Marc J. Epstein, Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2014.)
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are analyzed and measured more thoroughly. (For some
examples, see our article, “Transforming Social and Envi-
ronmental Risks into Opportunities,” in the March 2008
issue of Strategic Finance.)

Enter the New Century
Few companies have fully integrated into their decision
making and processes how profound a positive impact sus-
tainability will have on their ability to innovate and gener-
ate revenue while producing positive outcomes for society.
Yet the argument for fundamentally rethinking sustainabil-
ity’s place within the corporation is clear. Sustainability
must shift from the sidelines—where it’s treated as a risk
management, reporting, and efficiency exercise—to its
rightful place as a main driver of innovation. Nike, Amazon,
and Ikea are beating the market and demonstrating that
strategic, sustainability-focused innovation will enable
companies to survive and thrive in the complex decades to
come.

Don’t be stuck in the last century with outdated prac-
tices. Societal changes, including changes in technology and
business models, are creating opportunities for businesses

that develop breakthroughs. Putting concern for dramatic
societal changes and sustainability at the core of your inno-
vation and corporate strategy is critical. Move to the new
century. That’s how you will succeed. SF

Tamara Bekefi is the founder and principal of Daedalus Strategic
Advising, where she works with global corporations on sustainability,
innovation, risk management, and reporting. Author of numerous articles
and white papers, Tamara has lectured at leading corporate forums and
universities. She was formerly a Research Fellow at Harvard’s Center for
Business & Government. You can reach Tamara at
tbekefi@daedalusadvising.com.

Marc J. Epstein, Ph.D., until recently was Distinguished Research
Professor of Management at Jones Graduate School of Business at Rice
University. Prior to joining Rice, he was a professor at Stanford Business
School, Harvard Business School, and INSEAD (European Institute of
Business Administration). An IMA member, he is currently focusing on
presentations to both academic and business audiences, advising senior
leaders in governments and global corporations, and continuing research
and writing projects. You can reach Marc at epstein@rice.edu.

THE FUTURE OF SHOPPING
Shopping has changed radically. When Amazon came on the scene in the
1990s, it was viewed as a threat only to Barnes & Noble, Borders, and other
brick-and-mortar bookstores. By delivering books to our doorsteps, Amazon
eliminated much of its competition and, with it, the large environmental
footprint of book megastores.

But companies in other industries—such as clothing, supermarkets, and
drugstores—largely ignored it. Then Amazon transformed consumer behavior. In
less than 20 years, while very few companies were paying attention, Amazon
upended the way we buy almost everything.

Now, instead of wasting gas driving from shop to shop in search of the best
pants, cheapest napkins, or freshest fruit, we simply go online. Trucks still
deliver products to our doorsteps, but, in the very near future, energy-efficient
drones will be Amazon’s new delivery person.

There also is talk of at-home or local 3-D printing or other technologies taking
over traditional manufacturing. Shopping malls have had to adapt as many
customers prefer to shop from mobile devices. The mall of the future will likely
feature showrooms where customers try on or test items that aren’t stocked
on the premises but are shipped or 3-D printed offsite.

Eyeglass purveyor Warby Parker and Millennial menswear retailer Bonobos are
applying the showroom concept to see how customers like the experience.
Such new business models are constantly changing the way we work and
interact with others. Not only innovation broadly, but sustainability specifically,
is at the heart of this.


